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CNB Focus
CNB to stay on hold in a close vote
November’s bank board meeting was a surprisingly calm event (as all board members
raised their hands for a 25bp hike) despite hawkish comments from some members
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before the meeting who suggested they would vote for a 50bp hike. Also, the forecast
released in November had an unexpectedly dovish message. As the economy developed
almost exactly in line with the forecast, we believe the bank board will stay on hold, in
line with the recent staff prognosis. Yet, some of board members might consider
monetary conditions too loose due to the weaker koruna. We thus expect the board to
be split, and our call for no hike is a close one.

Data in line with current forecast
The December meeting will not provide the board members with a new macroeconomic
forecast. Thus, the board will be evaluating the risk to the November prognosis. The most
recent CNB forecast, published in early November, assumes no more hikes this year. Yet, the
bank board identified two major pro-inflationary risks in the economy. The first stems from the
extremely tight labour market, which creates strong wage pressures. In the annex of the most
recent inflation report, the CNB published a ‘sensitivity’ scenario that assumed stronger wage
growth resulting in a steeper hiking trajectory and quicker koruna appreciation. The second
risk stems from the elevated CZK positions among foreign investors. If these are unwound,
the CZK would depreciate and monetary conditions would relax as a result.
Inflation stays in line with the CNB forecast (%)…

… as does GDP growth (%)
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Given the most recent average wage reading (4.2% real wage growth in 3Q17, below the
5.0% CNB estimate), it is apparent that the sensitivity scenario has not materialised thus far.
We therefore believe most board members will base their decisions on the baseline
scenario of the staff forecast, which implies no rate hike in December.
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Slow koruna appreciation to provide a reason to hike for some
December voting will likely be a close, in our view. The fact that the koruna has not
appreciated since the last monetary policy meeting might prompt the hawks on the
board to vote for a hike this month. However, we believe that majority of the board will act
in line with the recent staff outlook and delay monetary tightening until the next year. We could
see a repeat of what happened in September, when three members voted for a hike and the
smallest possible majority ensured that rates stayed on hold. So while we expect no hike, the
CNB will likely deliver a hawkish message at its 21 December meeting.

Rates normalisation to continue next year
Although
the
CNB
forecast suggests only a
c.30bp in rate increases to
end-2018 from current
levels, we assume that the
board
will
normalise
monetary policy. We think
the CNB forecast needs
to be taken with a grain
of salt. The bank board
probably wants rates to be
much higher than they are
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much more of a continuous process than the current CNB forecasts suggest. We expect the
bank board to increase rates by 25bp every quarter at its main monetary policy meetings
until 1Q19, with the repo rate peaking at 1.75%.
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Disclaimer
The information herein is not intended to be an offer to buy or sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell
any securities. All information and opinions have been obtained from or are based on sources believed to
be reliable, but their completeness and accuracy are not guaranteed by Komerční banka, a.s., even
though Komerční banka, a.s. believes them to be fair and not misleading or deceptive. The views of
Komerční banka, a.s. reflected in this document may change without notice.
Komerční banka, a.s. and its affiliated companies may from time to time deal in, profit from the trading of,
hold or act as market makers of securities, or act as advisers, brokers or bankers in relation to securities
or derivatives thereof emitted by persons, firms or entities mentioned in this document.
Employees of Komerční banka, a.s. and its affiliated companies, or individuals connected to them
including the authors of this report, may from time to time have a position in or be holding any of the
investments or related derivatives mentioned in this document. Komerční banka, a.s. and its affiliated
companies are under no obligation to provide any services to their clients on the basis of this document.
Komerční banka, a.s. does not accept any liability whatsoever arising from the use of the material or
information contained herein beyond what is required by law. This research document is primarily
intended for professional and qualified investors. Should a private customer obtain a copy of this report,
they should not base their investment decisions solely on the basis of this document and should seek
independent financial advice. The investors must make their own informed decisions regarding the
appropriateness of their investments because the securities discussed in this report may not be suitable
for all investors.
The performance attained by investment instruments in the past may not under any circumstance serve as
an guarantee of future performance. The estimates of future performance are based on assumptions that
may not be realized. Investment instruments and investments are connected with different investment
risks, the value of any investment can rise and fall and there is no guarantee for the return of the initial
invested amount. Investment instruments denominated in foreign currencies are also subject to
fluctuations caused by changes in exchange rates, which can have both positive and negative influences
particularly on the prices of the investment instrument and consequently on the investment return.
This publication is issued by Komerční banka, a.s. which is a bank/stockbroker according to the
applicable legislation and thus regulated by the Czech National Bank. Komerční banka, a.s. applies
various measures to prevent conflict of interests in the process of creating investment recommendations,
such as the implementation of an appropriate internal separation including information barriers between
different departments of Komerční banka, a.s. in compliance with the requirements imposed by applicable
regulation. The employees of Komerční banka, a.s. proceed in accordance with the internal regulations
governing conflict of interest.
The evaluation of employees creating investment recommendations is never by any means tied with the
volume or profit of the trades with instruments mentioned in this document done by Komerční banka, a.s.,
or the trades of Komerční banka, a.s. with the issuers of such instruments. However, the evaluation of the
authors of this document is linked to the profits of Komerční banka, a.s. which also partially include the
results of trading with investment instruments.
The recommendations mentioned in this document are intended for the public and the document before
its publication is not available to persons not involved in the creation of this document. As per our
practice, the issuers usually do not receive a copy of research reports prior to their publication. Each
author of this research report hereby states that (i) the views expressed in the research report accurately
reflect his or her personal views about any and all of the securities or issuers at stake.
This document and its contents is not designed for persons with permanent residence or seat in the
United States of America and to persons who are deemed as “U.S. persons”, as defined in Regulation S
under the US Securities Act of 1933, as amended.
This document is not an investment recommendation according to Regulation (EU) No 596/2014 of the
European Parliament and of the Council on market abuse and does not constitute investment advisory
according to Act no 256/2004 Coll., on Capital market undertakings as amended.
Please refer to our website http:\\www.trading.kb.cz for more details.

